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The remarkable grave find had been discovered in 1968 in Silistra, when group of builders did some excavation works at the region near the famous tomb with mural paintings (about 150 m southwards). Parts of four-wheel chariot, silver belt elements (probably of *cingulum* and *balteus*), golden cross bow brooch (*Zwiebelknopflibel*) golden ring, tin plates of gold, and two swords with ornamented scabbards have been discovered in the not well documented complex.\(^1\) The subject of the present article is the larger sword, whose handle and scabbard are decorated with semi-precious stones and gilded plates (Tables I–IV, fig. 1 a–d; V–VI, fig. 2 a–e).\(^2\) The scabbard and the grip are wooden. A spherical silver plate is attached to the metal handle’s termination. Its periphery is ornamented with a row of large beads. A fragment of profiled vertically situated plate is kept under the beads, as it had been situated over the whole lower length of the handle’s end. Three mounts, made of on-edge soldered plates are fitted on the surface of the pommel with two encased red and orange agates. The mounts’ periphery is strengthened and thus decorated with two rows of filigree. Two pairs of hearth-shaped ornaments of filigree are put between them. The silver guard is fitted under the blade. Its form and measure are identical with the ones of the pommel. The periphery is incised with nielloed intended ornament and two ornaments like palmettos with gilded central leaf flank the aperture for the blade.

The scabbard is made of wood. A profiled plate, surrounding its whole diameter is put on its upper end. Four tin plates make a rectangular frame with three oval garnet encrustations (according to the reconstruction of V. Vassilev). Ornamental composition of gilded silver appliqués is arranged under the scabbard’s mouth. Two silver rivets, ornamented with radial incised lines are situated in the both ends of the composition. Two triangles touch their tops to the rivets. Their faces are outlined with tin plates, similar to the ones of the frame under the scabbard’s mouth. Applications with the same form are put into the triangular frames. Their periphery is with embossed ornamentation of horizontal stretches, but in the base of the triangle the motives are zigzag. Oval mount with large incised garnet, surrounded by two rows of filigree is fitted in the application’s center. The contrary situated lower triangle has the same ornamentation. Fragmented square application is situated between. Its entirety is ornamented with plates identical to the ones on the triangle appliqués. Mount with chalcedony is assembled in the square’s center. This element is fitted on a solid iron plate, taken up over the rest, as the space above is empty, making a cramp for the sword’s suspending. The next application on the scabbard is rectangular. The frame is outlined with the identical silver plates. In the both parts of the periphery are fitted long plates with perpendicularly incised lines. Three mounts with two garnets and an amethyst and two rows of filigree are arranged between the plates. The composition below is similar to the one on the upper
scabbard’s part. The differences are in the central ornament of the triangular elements, which is not an incrustation, but a massive rivet with tiny incised ring of gilded silver wire. The scabbard’s end is a silver discus. It is composed of two halves, as the one is smooth, and the face is ornamented with several concentric bands. Oval garnet is incised in the middle. Nine bands of circles in relief, whose surface is ornamented with oblique or vertically incised stretches, follow the central incrustation.

The armament elements often were subject of art working. Most frequently these were the swords and knives or daggers, especially their handles and scabbards. By means of interlacing of iron and steel bands, alternating the colours of metal, the armament masters decorated the blades. The ceremonial sword from the catacombs of "Gospitaljnaja" in Kerch is the only known example of rich decoration, depicted on the blade. The same applies to the knives, independent of their form and designation. The artefacts with barbarian origin got one more element – the magical pearl, which is typical for the Age of the Huns.

The long two edged sword, whose name according to Vegetius’ definition is spatha, was the main sword type that had been used by the Roman army during the late 2nd–3rd cc. The annular guard of the earlier short sword is changed with wider and flat one. The grip usually was made of wood or bone with oval or flat pomme1. The scabbard was made of wood, reinforced with different metal elements – end and side plates. Sometimes it was covered with leather.

Most frequently the scabbard was object of ornamentation with elements of gold, silver, bronze and mounts with precious stones. Procopius and other later Greek authors used various definitions – θήκη, θηκάριον, κούλεος, and the Latin writers as Vegetius, Ammianus Marcelinus, Isidorus, etc. – vagina. According to Ioannis Lydis the making and repair of scabbards hired special masters, called θικωτοί or vaginařii.

The form of the sword and the scabbard was well known in the period of the 3rd and 4th cc. Spathae with length 0.70–0.75 m, connecting with oval endings are known as archaeological finds, but also thanks to some iconographical sources as the funeral stella of Aprilius Spikatus from Byzantion. Ornamented endings of iron and silver are known from the grave finds from Nydam, Reichersdorf, Colonia Agripina, etc. but there are not swords of this form and type, decorated with incised precious stones.

Two-edged swords with guards in cloisonné are typical pieces of the late antique polychromatic style of 5th and 6th cc. Their distribution embraces the lands between the steppes of South Russia and Portugal and Belgium. Usually they were found in rich barbarian complexes as most possibly the swords had been gifts for the princes from the imperial court of Constantinople or made to their order in the workshops with traditions in the ornamentation with cloisonné. The swords’ form itself, the grips, pommels and scabbards were typical for the arms, penetrated with beginning of the Hun invasion and as whole do not correspond with the late antique spathae. The way of production and ornamentation of the separate elements also was more different than the technique of the sword from Durostorum, which being a product of the polychromatic style belongs to the group of the artefacts, decorated with stones in separate mounts (cabochons). Several works of the plastic arts represent such kind of decorated spatha. At first place these are the porphyry sculptures of the Tetrarchs at the San Marco Cathedral in Venice (Table VII, fig. 3). The Augusts and the Caesars hold long handed swords with rich decorated scabbards. Their observable side is covered with couples of oval engravings in separate mounts. As far as it could be judged by these representations, the mounts are fixed on rectangular plates in equal inter-
vals along the lower scabbards’ half. It is possible these plates had been made of gold and had an additional ornamentation, whose explicit representation has been not possible, because of the porphyry hardness. The scabbard’s mouth is ornamented with couple of large incrustations and the hanging clamp. The structure of the ornamentation and the way of attachment to the belt of the sword from Durostorum is similar – a wide silver plate with tree stones, dominating with its size over the rest of the elements is fixed under the scabbard’s mouth. The clamp is under this application. The difference is in the form of the end – the Tetrarchs’ scabbard ends are rectangular, but not with the typical oval ending. According to J. Werner the rectangular scabbard’s end is typical for the long swords and originates from Sassanian Persia.11 Too similar are the swords of the hunting Persian king on the Tag-I Bustani relieves or the warriors on the bone plate from Kurgan-tepe near Samarkand. Their scabbards are covered with incrustations, identical to the ones of the Tetrarchs’ sculptures.12 Another representation of a scabbard with stones, incased in separate mounts is on the ivory carved plate of Flavius Stilicho from Monza (Table VII, fig. 4). The stones, arranged in horizontal rows got various forms. Their composition is too similar to the incrustations of the nomad adornments from the East European steppes and Middle Europe in the Age of the Huns (end of 4th–5th cc.). The Stilicho sword itself possibly is with German origin. Its handle and the scabbard’s elements have not any analogies among the typical Roman examples.13 Separate incrustations had been rarely used in the ornamentation of armament elements, but there are several famous examples. Typical for the Roman armour are the helms from Berkasova and Budapest (Table VII, fig. 5).14 They are made of iron, covered with gilded silver sheet. In the separate mounts are incased incrustations of glass paste. The places where the sheets cover each other are ornamented with various embossed motives, which are similar to the ones on the plates of the scabbard from Durostorum. The composition of the mounts on the Berkasova helm bears a resemblance to human face - mask. Their form is various – oval, rectangular and lozenge shaped. These on the Budapest helmet also follow an exact composition. The material is glass as the colour re-creates original precious stones – emerald, agate, sapphire, etc. Greek inscription, containing the names Δυζζος and Αβιτος is engraved on the Berkasova helm.15 Possibly the first has barbarian origin and the second one belongs to the jeweler, who has made the helm’s decoration.16 The Budapest helm has not designations of such kind but the technique and stylistic similarity of the both helms suggest to common origin in a Middle Danubian workshop in the time of 4th c.17

The compound conical helm from Kispek (Kabadino-Balkaria) is identical in its conception of decoration (Table VII, fig. 6). Composition of two rectangular and two spherical carneols is fitted over the nose. Several bronze belt applications, covered with silver sheet and glasses and carneols put into bezels also originate from this complex. Possibly its date is about the end of 4th – beginning of 5th cc., as the armament had belonged to Alanian aristocrat.18

Series of belt buckles and applications with central composition of mounted stone and embossed ornament originate from the North Pontic area. Some of them, especially the ones from the Chersonesus cemetery (Table VIII, fig. 7 a–b), had been found with objects, indicating a date in the late 3rd – first half of 4th cc.19 Other as the pieces from Kopsun-Tolga (Kalmikiya) (Table VIII, fig. 7 f), stanitsa Timoshevskaya, several buckles from Crimea, etc., had been discovered into barbarian context and have the same date, but several (stanitsa Timoshevskaya (Table VIII, fig. 7 e) could belong to the end of 4th or early 5th cc.20

The decoration of the scabbard end is also
unusual. The base of its decoration are the concentric circles, imitating spiral wrapped wire around a central encrustation. Similar scabbard ends, made of gild silver are known from the grave finds by Vemose, Denmark and Simris. Their ornamentation is identical as the objects date back to the end of 3rd — begging of 4th cc. and belong to graves of barbarian warriors.21

The spherical or rectangular encrustations, surrounded by filigree or pseudo-filigree, the embossed motives are the common feature of these artefacts. In many relations this kind of ornamentation is similar with the decoration of real filigree and granulation on various objects. They are typical for the North Pontic area, but also for the centers of the East Black Sea coast as Gorgipia. These objects are result of a synthesis between the Roman culture, the local Hellenistic traditions and several new trends. The gilded with embossed gold sheet bronze or silver adornments are imitations of original objects of high quality — a phenomenon, characterized as imitatio imperii.22 The applications on the scabbard of the sword from Durostorum also belong to this group of ornaments. The logical problem is about the nature of original model — whether a more expensive sword with polychromatic ornamentation of the scabbard had been copied or the scheme is taken from the buckles and other belt elements. The fact that other armament elements also have such kind of decoration points out that encrusted swords are not separate phenomenon. Beyond the objects on the statuary group of the Tetrarchs and the diptych of Stilicho, a sword with encrusted scabbard is depicted on a picture in Codex Parisinus graecus, dated in the age of Basilius I, as the sword belongs to Theodosius the Great.23 The author of "De ceremoniis" mentioned the richly decorated armament of the imperial guards and the aristocracy, which indicates that kind of swords had not been possessed by the rulers only.24

The sword from Durostorum is not an imitation of more richly decorated examples. The pommel and the guard of the handle are made of massive silver. The granulation on the periphery is of high quality. The ornaments around the oval encrustations are also made of real filigree. This high qualitative workmanship indicates that the sword is an expensive object, which belonged to a high-ranging military officer. The price of a scabbard of spatha (bogina spathae; δήκης σπάθης), determinate in Edictum Diocletiani is one hundred of denarii.25 Too expensive is the decoration of the handle with filigree (χρυσού ενημένου), which is among the most valuable activities, fixed in the Edictum.26 The activities and the material of the masters, producing sheets and foil for applications and gilding (τεχνίτης τοις εἰς τὸ πέταλον ἅ υφικασσωρίσους) and embossing them (χρυσελάτης εἰς λάμνας) were also costly.27 The exact price according to Edictum Diocletiani could not be calculated since the plates on the scabbard are made of gilded silver. Regardless the imitation of gold, other features as the real precious stones (agate, garnet, chalcedony, but not glass imitations), and the excellent workmanship involve a high total price for the sword from Durostorum.

The technique of ornamentation of the scabbard elements direct the object to the above mentioned analogies, dating mainly to the first decades of 4th c. The coin of Probus involves too early date, as its high wear must also be envisaged. The golden cross bow brooch and the silver belt elements direct the whole complex to the early 4th c. There are also expressed opinions about the ethnicity of the owner of the sword from Durostorum. It has been considered as a part of the armament of high-ranking officer of barbarian origin, possibly a Sarmatian.28 An assumption of such kind is determinate by the technique of ornamentation of workmanship and its elements with numerous analogies among the complexes of Alanians and Sarmatians in the North Pontic zone and Caucasus. The helms from
Berkasova and Budapest are also connected with this group of barbarians. The encrusted swords of the Tetrarchs have also eastern analogies. The sword of Stilicho – a barbarian in Roman service, also must be taken into consideration.

The objects, found in the grave from Durostorum are Roman in their entirety and have their analogies among identical complexes from the Empire. The encrusted with precious stones *spatha* indeed directs to barbarian artifacts, but that does not automatically means that its owner was a barbarian. The situation of Durostorum on the *limes* of Lower Danube assumes immediate contacts with barbarians and some taste for polychromatic decoration could be delivered by means of cultural interrelations. The workmanship directs an origin from Middle Danubian or North Pontic workshop, where the sword has been ordered and gained to its final owner. The available data determine the North Pontic origin as more probable, since the Middle European analogies have just glass imitations, but not precious stones. The question about the way in that the officer had acquired the sword – private order, gift or spoils of war must be considered separately. The wider blade and the handle pattern are other features, detaching the sword from the typical Roman weapons. It is also not inadmissible that this sword had belonged to a Romanized barbarian, who adopting numerous roman elements, kept some features of the barbarian armour and costume.

### NOTES

2. Василен, Митанов 1974: 27–43; Atanasov 2001: 132, n. 3, 25–26; Measures: a) sword: grip’s length – 11.0 cm; width – 3.2 cm; pommele: length – 6.2 cm, width – 3.4 cm; guard: length – 6.8 cm, width – 3.5 cm; blade: length – 73.0 cm, max. width – 5.5 cm; b) scabbard: length – 76.0 cm, width – 7.8 cm; applications: above to below: a) length – 6.6 cm, width – 4.4 cm, b) length – 18.1 cm, max. width of the squares’ bases – 5.6 cm, c) length – 4.9 cm, width – 4.3 cm, d) length – 18.0 cm, max. width of the triangles’ bases – 4.9 cm, e) diameter of the scabbard’s end – 7.0 cm; Museum of History – Silistra, II 497 (sword), II 498 (scabbard), applications – II 501-507; The illustrations have been done by the author, thanks to the access to the find, granted me by the Director of the History museum of Silistra, Mr. Ivan Bachvarov. Prof. Dr. Ljudmil Getov, whom I am highly grateful, gave me the photos from his private archive.
10. Southern, Dixon 1996: Pl. 16.
12. Brentjes 1993: 38, Abb. 44; Domyo 1995: 139, fig. 64.
15. Διζουν γυαον φορει Αβιου εργον... (Manojlović-Marijanski 1964: 22).
16. Since the inscription doesn’t concern another master’s name, except the one of Avito, I think he had done only the ornamentation, but not the helm itself, that’s to say he was not an armourer but just jeweler.
17. The wrong interpretation of the technique and composition of the incrustations and inscription’s spelling out gave opportunities for various speculations about the date and the wearer ethnicity of the Berkasova Helm (Ждрков, Делева 2000: 5-15).
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